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no leader of modern times was more unique and more uniquely national
than charles de gaulle as founder and first president of the fifth
republic general de gaulle saw himself carrying france on my shoulders
when he first emerged on to the world stage in 1940 his insistence that
he spoke for his nation might well have appeared impossibly arrogant for
a recently promoted junior general who had never been elected to
anything but he personified many of the traits of his country which
fascinate the rest of the world its pride in itself its intransigence
its historical and cultural heritage and its quasi religious belief in
the state le genéral as he became known from 1940 on appeared as if
carved from a single monumental block but was in fact extremely complex
a man with deep personal feelings and recurrent mood swings devoted to
his family and often seeking reassurance from those around him though
insisting on discipline and loyalty from others he was a great rebel a
grand visionary with a vast geo political grasp and elephantine memory
he was also a supreme tactician with a taste for secrecy and the ability
to out flank opponents this is a magisterial sweeping biography of one
of the great leaders of the twentieth century and of the country with
which he so identified himself written with terrific verve and narrative
skill and yet rigorous and detailed it brings alive as never before the
private man as well as the public leader through exhaustive research and
astute analysis søgeord frankrig historie 1890 1914 frankrigs fald 1940
mers el kebir de gaulle s forfatterskab de gaulle s militærteorier
kampvognstaktik de gaulle s radiotale fra london 1940 de gaulle s appel
frankrigs gloire frankrigs Ære frankrigs storhed petain churchill
nordafrika algeriet franske frihedsregering 1944 1946 berlin krisen
adenauer bidault brazzaville manifestet cfln general catroux franske
kommunister couve de murville daladier darlan debre eisenhower eden
anthony dulles john foster eec eu general giraud general juin præsident
kennedy general koenig laval hitler giscard d estaing leclerc general
massau mitterand f marokko nato force de frappe reynaud paul roosevelt
general salan syrien polen soustelle j weygand yalta oas oberstkuppet
malraux a oran franske hær this is the first book to combine a
comprehensive historical analysis of charles de gaulle and gaullism with
a selection of related documents in a compelling narrative cogan
examines the three major stages of de gaulle s career he also assesses
the gaullist movement and its legacy for france for europe and for
transatlantic relations a collection of 25 primary sources many of which
have never before been published in english allows a firsthand reading
and analysis of an array of government documents interviews press
conferences and excerpts from de gaulle s memoirs and speeches maps and
photographs throughout a headnote for each document a chronology
questions for consideration and suggestions for further reading help
make this book a fascinating resource this is a new release of the
original 1944 edition a deep look into charles de gaulle s personality
and upbringing and how these factors influenced the creation of the
fifth republic in france charles de gaulle savior of france s honor in
1940 and founder of the fifth republic was a man and leader of deep
contradictions a conservative and a catholic from a monarchist family he
restored democracy on his return to france in 1944 bringing the
communists into his government an imperialist he oversaw the final
stages of france s withdrawal from its last colonies in the 1960s as a
soldier he spent much of his career in opposition to france s military
establishment yet as julian jackson shows in de gaulle it was precisely
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because of these contradictions that he was able to reconcile so many of
the conflicting strands in french politics in 1958 in response to a coup
by the french military in algeria de gaulle introduced a new political
system the fifth republic ushering in a period of stability that has
been held to the present day beginning with his childhood in lille
through heroic experiences in world war i to that great moment of
triumph the liberation of paris in august 1944 lacouture reveals the
highlights and shadows of this man obsessed with the history of france
and his role in it photographs discusses de gaulle s childhood in lille
his experiences during world war i his rise to power in the french army
and one of his greatest triumphs the liberation of paris in august of
1944 a biography of the frenchman who served his country in the military
during world wars i and ii and later as president for ten years
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appeared as if carved from a single monumental block but was in fact
extremely complex a man with deep personal feelings and recurrent mood
swings devoted to his family and often seeking reassurance from those
around him though insisting on discipline and loyalty from others he was
a great rebel a grand visionary with a vast geo political grasp and
elephantine memory he was also a supreme tactician with a taste for
secrecy and the ability to out flank opponents this is a magisterial
sweeping biography of one of the great leaders of the twentieth century
and of the country with which he so identified himself written with
terrific verve and narrative skill and yet rigorous and detailed it
brings alive as never before the private man as well as the public
leader through exhaustive research and astute analysis
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have never before been published in english allows a firsthand reading
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